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DSstyles announced new Swarovski Crystals Hand Bags
Published on 04/04/10
DSstyles has announced a new series of Swarovski Crystallized products, the Crystallized
Hand Bags. Each Hand Bag featuring with over 6000 pieces of Crystallized Swarovski
Crystals. The crystals bling effect has been doubled when compare to phone cases. These
Crystallized Hand Bag has been seen on the Oscar Award 2010 by various international movie
stars like Meryl Streep, Mo'Nique and Mariah Carey.
Hong Kong - Dsstyles, the innovator of using Crystallized Swarovski elements now brings
ladies with the new product for functions and balls: Swarovski Crystals Hand Bags. The new
Hand Bag series comes available in different shapes and patterns which suits users needs .
The mixed use of flat back square and round crystals brings new charm and new visual
effect for Swarovski Crystallized Hand Bag.
There are over 40 new patterns for the first launch and new patterns and designs will be
added each week to make sure customers can find their own pattern. Besides from patterns,
customers also don't need to worry about size. The smallest hand bag will have enough
rooms for your make-up case and cell phone. Additionally each hand bag comes with a
detachable shoulder chain.
Customers who are looking for personalized patterns can also make a request directly with
DSstyles. It would definitely be the perfect chose if you do not want anyone having the
same piece as you do for your party. As recognized by Swarovski with Crystallized ID:
1522109, each DS. Crystal Hand Bag is featuring over 6000 pieces of Crystallized Swarovski
Elements, each pieces of crystals is hand crafted by the experienced craftsman.
DSstyles:
http://www.dsstyles.com
Swarovski Crystals Hand Bags:
http://www.dsstyles.com/en/DS-Crystals.html

DSstyles, where our brand essence 'DS', inspired by the concept 'Distinctive Style', to
provide fresh and inspiring designed mobile accessories, with a continued commitment to
inspire, nurture, and celebrate great new designs. Embracing every customer's daily life
by our outstanding products, stylish designs and experiences that consumers crave is our
ambition. Copyright (C) 2010 DSstyles. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone
and iPod are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries.
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